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Professional shoes with slip resistant outsole
OXYFASHION collection
WOMEN & MEN

}} CE Standard EN 20347
}} Synthetic leather
}} Slip resistant SRC, Oxygrip®

p. 6

MOVE outsole

p. 8

}} Anti-static ESD
}} Removable insole

NADINE

FOR HER FOR HIM FOR HER & HIM

WOMEN

}} CE Standard EN 20347
}} Leather
}} Slip resistant SRC
SELINA

MEDILOGIC outsole

p. 12

}} Anti-static ESD
}} Removable insole*

OLGA

p. 10

WOMEN

}} CE Standard EN 20347
}} Synthetic leather
}} Slip resistant SRC

}} Anti-static ESD
}} Removable insole

EVA

CANDY

IRIS

DORIA

CARIN

EMILY

MELISSA

LILIA

ANAIS

SUZY

IVY

NELIE

* Does not have a removable insole.

}} CE Standard EN 20347
}} Synthetic leather
}} Slip resistant SRC, Oxygrip®

}} Anti-static ESD
}} Removable insole
}} Heel height 4cm

COLETTE

}} CE Standard EN 20347
}} Leather
}} Slip resistant SRC
PAOLA

}} Anti-static ESD
}} Removable insole
CLARK

MOTION outsole
MEN

}} CE Standard EN 20347
}} Leather
}} Slip resistant SRC
}} CE Standard EN 20347
}} 3D mesh and nylon
}} Slip resistant SRC, Oxygrip®
KARLA

}} Anti-static ESD
}} Memory Foam removable insole
LUCA

MOVE UP outsole
WOMEN

EVAN

p. 14

}} Contains all features of the Move collection, with a heel height of 4cm.
SALMA

LUCIA

REMY

Discover all colours at www.oxypas.com
For each model you can find more information,
pictures and details on our website
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SANDY

p. 15

}} Anti-static ESD
}} Removable insole

ROY

Professional shoes with slip resistant outsole

FOR HER FOR HIM FOR HER & HIM

OXYSPORT collection
WOMEN & MEN

}} CE Standard EN 20347
}} Leather
}} Slip resistant SRC

}} Anti-static ESD
}} Removable Memory Foam insole

ELA

}} CE Standard EN 20347
}} 3D mesh
}} Slip resistant SRA

JUSTIN

p. 16

}} Extra wide fit
}} Removable insole

MAUD

}} CE Standard EN 20347
}} Leather
}} Slip resistant SRA
JAMES

SUNNY

HENNY

Professional clogs with slip resistant outsole
OXYCLOG collection
WOMEN & MEN

}}
}}
}}
}}

CE Standard EN 20347
TPE
Slip resistant SRA
Anti-static ESD

OXYVA collection

p. 18

}} Autoclavable
}} Washable at 90°C
}} Chemically and with UV
sterilizable

WOMEN & MEN

}}
}}
}}
}}

CE Standard EN 20347
EVA
Slip resistant SRC
Anti-static ESD

SONIC collection

p. 19

WOMEN & MEN

}} Washable at 30°C
}} Chemically and with UV
sterilizable

}}
}}
}}
}}

CE Standard EN 20347
EVA
Slip resistant SRC
Anti-static ESD

}}
}}
}}
}}

CE Standard EN 20346 }} Composite toe protection
EVA
}} Washable at 30°C
Slip resistant SRC
}} Chemically and with UV
Anti-static ESD
sterilizable
OXYSAFE

X0500

}}
}}
}}
}}

X0700

CE Standard EN 20347 }} Washable at 30°C
EVA + rubber
}} Chemically and with UV
Slip resistant SRC
sterilizable
Anti-static ESD

Bio clogs with slip resistant outsole
BIO OXY collection

p. 20

}} CE Standard EN 20345 }} Anti-static
}} Leather
}} Steel toe protection
}} Slip resistant SRC

p. 19

WOMEN & MEN

}} Washable at 30°C
}} Chemically and with UV
sterilizable

Safety shoes with safety toe cap and slip resistant outsole
WOMEN & MEN

SMOOTH collection

p. 19

WOMEN & MEN

}} CE Standard EN 20345 }} Anti-static ESD
}} Leather
}} Composite toe protection
}} Slip resistant SRC

EOS

AURA

}} CE Standard EN 20347
}} Synthetic leather
}} Slip resistant SRC

BIANCA

p. 22

}} Preshaped anatomical
footbed

JEFF

oxypas.com
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Order online at
www.oxypas.com

Oxypas, your partner
for safety,comfort
and trends

Shoes don’t fit?
Don’t worry!

OXYPAS has over 20 years of experience in
designing safe and comfortable work shoes for
nursing staff and care professionals.

Exchange for free
into a different size.*

The time that functionality acts as the sole
requirement of work shoes has long passed.

Discover even more
products & promotions

Oxypas stays on top of the newest trends. As
a result, the Oxyfashion collection was born:
stylish and above all comfortable work shoes,
which meet the strictest safety standards.
We proudly present our three new models of
our Oxyfashion collection: Nadine, Selena and
Colette (p. 6-7). These three eye-catchers are
equipped with the innovative Oxygrip-outsole.
They make you look trendy, without
compromising on safety and comfort. While
you’re looking after others, Oxypas is looking
after you, in style!
Have fun discovering our collection!

More pictures,
more detail

Discounts

Contact

Attractive volume discounts

Oxypas / Cortina NV

Free delivery as from 60 EUR

Meersbloem Melden 42
9700 Oudenaarde - Belgium

}}
}}
}}

from 150 EUR: 5% discount
from 450 EUR: 10% discount
from 1200 EUR: 15% discount

E-mail: customerservice@oxypas.com

The Oxypas team

nters
We also provide institutions and careoncepage 23!
Take a look

* Only for orders made through our website. Please find the terms and conditions for exchanges on www.oxypas.com
All prices are valid until 31/12/2017, while stocks last. Our prices are unit prices, including VAT and other taxes, excluding administrative and transport costs.
Prices are subject to change without prior notice and the price applied will always be the price that is current at the time of ordering. No responsibility can be
accepted by the publisher OXYPAS/Cortina for omissions, typographical or printing errors, inaccuracies or changes that may have taken place either before or
after publication. For our full terms and conditions, please go to www.oxypas.com.
Published by OXYPAS/CORTINA, Meersbloem-Melden 42, BE-9700 Oudenaarde, Belgium
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Why choose Oxypas?

SLIP RESISTANT
SRA

Our shoes are equipped with all technical features that are important
for nursing staff. Below, you will find more information on the main
specifications. Further on in the catalogue, you will find the valid
specifications per model.

SLIP
RESISTANT
SRC (SRA+SRB)

OXYGRIP
SLIP RESISTANT
SRC

Slip resistant outsoles
The level of grip of a slip resistant sole is determined by a test,
measuring the friction coefficient between the sole and the
surface. This is tested on the flat outsole and heel.

STANDARD

CE Standard
The CE certification guaranties that the shoes are in accordance
with the valid European standards for work or safety shoes:
}}

EN 20347: work shoes without reinforced toe.

}}

EN 20346: safety shoes with reinforced toe, resistant to an
impact of up to 100 joules.

}}

EN 20345: safety shoes with reinforced toe, resistant to an
impact of up to 200 joules.

}}

If the sole has a good grip on a wet, stone floor (Ceramic
surface with a mix of soap and water), it obtains the SRA
standard.

}}

If the sole has a good grip on a dirty, metal floor (Steel surface
with glycerol), it gets the SRB standard.

}}

If the sole passes the SRA and SRB tests, it gets the SRC
standard.

Discover our latest outsole with Oxygrip®-technology on page 7.
The test results show that Oxygrip® scores far above the required
values for both tests. Safety guaranteed.

REMOVABLE
INSOLE

Removable insole

ANTI-STATIC
ESD

Anti-static ESD

Most Oxypas models feature a removable insole. Renew your
insoles at a regular basis (p.24) or use your own orthopedic insoles.

By friction of clothes static charge builds up in your body.
Without a constant discharge, you can easily load up to 3,000
volts without even noticing!

CLEAN WITH A
DAMP CLOTH

This charge can be unintentionally passed through by touching
electronic equipment. 100 volts can already suffice to damage
sensitive (but maybe vital) equipment.

Evaporation

Always wear ESD (Electro Static Discharge) shoes to prevent
static electricity from building up.

SHOCK
ABSORBING

Do your shoes often get dirty? Choose a model in leather or
synthetic leather, as they can easily and quickly be cleaned with
a damp cloth and soap.

ULTRALIGHT

Shock absorbing & ultralight
All day long, you are on your feet. The materials Oxypas uses for
the soles and insoles absorb shocks and therefore offer more
comfort.
Moreover, we strive to make our shoes as light as possible to
make your daily kilometers as enjoyable as possible.

5

Maintenance

Air
Not all features apply to all models.
Please check the product
information per model.

Coolmax®-lining
Coolmax® is a technical material which effectively drains
perspiration. In contrast to a normal cotton or synthetic fiber,
the Coolmax®- fiber consists out of 4 very thin round tubes.
Small canals between the tubes transport the perspiration to
the outside. As a result, the transpiration spreads quicker and
evaporates 4 times faster than when using cotton.
oxypas.com
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FASHION

Oxyfashion

Oxyfashion
The Oxyfashion collection follows the latest trends and
measures the strictest safety standards. This way you
always look fashionable without sacrificing security and
comfort.

NADINE

New

for

HER

Nadine

Trendy with refined comfort
Size range: 35 to 42

€59,95

SELINA

}}

Synthetic leather upper, can easily be
cleaned with a damp cloth and some
soap.

}}

Coolmax®-lining, keeps your feet cool
and draws perspiration away from
the skin.

}}

Removable insole: regulary renew
your insole (p.24), or use your own
orthopedic insoles.

STANDARD
EN 20347

ANTI-STATIC
ESD

REMOVABLE
INSOLE

CLEAN WITH A
DAMP CLOTH

SHOCK
ABSORBING

From
size 35!

010262
silver

OXYGRIP
SLIP RESISTANT
SRC

010263
white

for

HER

New

010261
black

for

HER

Selina

Comfortably stylish with trendy crocodile motif

Size range: 35 to 42

€59,95
From
size 35!

OXYGRIP
SLIP RESISTANT
SRC

Slip resistant SRC
The rubber outsole with
Oxygrip®-technology
ensures maximum grip on
both wet and dry surfaces
and is compliant with the
SRC non-slip standard
(SRA+SRB).
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ANTI-STATIC
ESD

010365
silver

Anti-static ESD
The shoe features an anti-static insert
that facilitates the dissipation of static
electricity, and complies with the
anti-static standard ESD (Electrostatic
Discharge).

010363
black

Oxyfashion

New

COLETTE
}}

Synthetic leather upper, can easily be
cleaned with a damp cloth and some soap.

}}

Coolmax®-lining, keeps your feet cool
and draws perspiration away from the
skin.

}}

Colette

Elegant without compromising
Size range: 35 to 42

for

STANDARD
EN 20347

ANTI-STATIC
ESD

SHOCK
ABSORBING

REMOVABLE
INSOLE

CLEAN WITH A
DAMP CLOTH

ULTRALIGHT

From
size 35!

OXYGRIP
SLIP RESISTANT
SRC

heel height
4 cm

for

010049
black

HER
4 cm

Ultralight &
shock absorbing
The EVA midsole is ultralight and
flexible, providing excellent shock
absorption. The shoe weighs
about 250 grams.

OXYGRIP®

SHOCK
ABSORBING

0.0

SRA

ULTRALIGHT

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

Ceramic Tile Floor/Cleansing Agent:
Keramische tegelvloer/detergent: test hiel
heel test

0.5

.50

Minimum standard
standaard.28
.28
OXYGRIP
SLIP RESISTANT
SRC

Ceramic Tile Floor/Cleansing Agent:
test flat outsole

Slip resistant SRC

OXYGRIP
SLIP RESISTANT
SRC

.33

Minimum standard
standaard.32
.32

ANTI-STATIC
ESD

Anti-static ESD
The shoe features an anti-static insert
that facilitates the dissipation of static
electricity, and complies with the
anti-static standard ESD (Electrostatic
Discharge).

SRB

The rubber outsole with
Oxygrip®-technology
ensures maximum grip on
both wet and dry surfaces
and is compliant with the
SRC non-slip standard
(SRA+SRB).

€49,95

HER

Removable insole: regulary renew
your insoles (p.24), or use your own
orthopedic insoles.

Steel plate/glycerine:
Stalen plaat/glycerol: test hiel
heel test

.27

Minimum standard
standaard.13.13

Steel plate/glycerine:
test flat outsole
Minimum standard
standaard.18
.18

.25

The effectiveness of a slip resistant outsole is determined by a
number of tests (p.5). Test results show that Oxygrip® achieves a
score that far exceeds the required values for each test, ensuring your
safety.

Slip resistant SRC

Anti-static ESD

(SRA +SRB) standard

standard

Shockabsorbing

Tested article: Clark

oxypas.com
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FASHION

KARLA

Oxyfashion
Karla

LUCA

}}

Upper in high-tech breathable 3D mesh and elastic nylon:
maximum flexibility and ultimate climate comfort guaranteed.

}}

Lovely soft lining in nylon.

}}

Removable insole: regulary renew your insoles, or use your own
orthopedic insoles.

STANDARD
EN 20347

OXYGRIP
SLIP RESISTANT
SRC

ANTI-STATIC
ESD

SHOCK
ABSORBING

Light, breathable sneaker for her

Size range: 36 to 42

€54,95

for

REMOVABLE
INSOLE

BREATHABLE
MESH

HER

ULTRALIGHT

Ultralight &
shock absorbing
The EVA midsole is ultralight and
flexible, providing excellent shock
absorption. The shoe weighs
about 250 grams.

ULTRALIGHT

SHOCK
ABSORBING

OXYGRIP
SLIP RESISTANT
SRC

127201
light blue

127701
light grey

127401
fuchsia

Slip resistant SRC
The rubber outsole with
Oxygrip®-technology
ensures maximum grip on
both wet and dry surfaces
and is compliant with the
SRC non-slip standard
(SRA+SRB).

Luca

ANTI-STATIC
ESD

Light, breathable sneaker for him

Anti-static ESD

Size range: 39 to 47

The shoe features an anti-static insert
that facilitates the dissipation of static
electricity, and complies with the
anti-static standard ESD (Electrostatic
Discharge).

for

HIM

127802
white/navy

REMOVABLE
INSOLE

Memory foam insole
The new removable memory foam insoles provide additional
comfort while walking and can be replaced with your own orthopedic
insoles.
8

€59,95

127702
light grey

OXYGRIP®-outsole

Oxyfashion
PAOLA

Paola

CLARK

}}

Leather upper, can easily be cleaned with
a damp cloth and some soap.

}}

Coolmax®-lining, keeps your feet cool
and draws perspiration away from
the skin.

}}

Removable insole: regulary renew
your insoles (p.24), or use your own
orthopedic insoles.

STANDARD
EN 20347

ANTI-STATIC
ESD

REMOVABLE
INSOLE

CLEAN WITH A
DAMP CLOTH

SHOCK
ABSORBING

Leather sneaker for her

Size range: 36 to 42

€49,95

for

HER

SLIP
RESISTANT
SRC (SRA+SRB)

leather

127403
fuchsia

for

HER &
HIM
127803
white/navy

127903
black

Scan me!

Clark

Leather sneaker for him
Size range: 40 to 47
for

HIM

€54,95

SLIP
RESISTANT
SRC (SRA+SRB)

Slip resistant SRC
The rubber outsole
ensures maximum grip on
both wet and dry surfaces
and is compliant with the
SRC non-slip standard
(SRA+SRB).

ANTI-STATIC
ESD

Anti-static ESD
The shoe features an anti-static insert
that facilitates the dissipation of static
electricity, and complies with the
anti-static standard ESD (Electrostatic
Discharge).

127804
white/navy

127904
black

oxypas.com
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LIGHTWEIGHT

Medilogic outsole

Medilogic outsole

Candy

Ultra-comfortable lycra shoe
Size range: 36 to 42

De Medilogic collection consists of highquality synthetic leather shoes with an
ultralight slip resistant outsole.
}}

Synthetic leather upper, can easily be
cleaned with a damp cloth and some
soap.

}}

Coolmax®-lining, keeps your feet
cool and draws perspiration away
from the skin.

}}

Removable insole: regulary
renew your insoles (p.24), or use
your own orthopedic insoles.

€39,95

3 cm
STANDARD
EN 20347

SLIP
RESISTANT
SRC (SRA+SRB)

REMOVABLE
INSOLE

CLEAN WITH A
DAMP CLOTH

ANTI-STATIC
ESD

047603
light green

SHOCK
ABSORBING

ULTRALIGHT

3 cm

047103
white

for

HER
Ultralight &
shock absorbing

047203
light blue

047403
fuchsia

047303
lilac

047903
black

The EVA midsole is ultralight and
flexible, providing excellent shock
absorption. The shoe weighs
about 250 grams.

Iris

Comfortable clog with adjustable strap

Size range: 36 to 42
ULTRALIGHT

€39,95

SHOCK
ABSORBING

SLIP
RESISTANT
SRC (SRA+SRB)

Slip resistant SRC
The rubber outsole ensures
maximum grip on both wet and
dry surfaces and is compliant
with the SRC non-slip standard
(SRA+SRB).

Anti-static ESD
ANTI-STATIC
ESD

10

The shoe features an anti-static insert that
facilitates the dissipation of static electricity,
and complies with the anti-static standard
ESD (Electrostatic Discharge).

3 cm

041201
light blue

Scan me!

041101
white

041601
light green

041401
fuchsia

041301
lilac

041901
black

Medilogic outsole
Suzy

Sporty design with adjustable velcro strap

Size range: 36 to 42

Size range: 36 to 42

€39,95

€39,95

3 cm

047501
print

047101
white

047201
light blue

Emily

Sober look, pure comfort

047401
fuchsia

047601
light green

3 cm

047102
white

047202
light blue

047602
light green

047402
fuchsia

047302
lilac

New
047301
lilac

047901
black

010386
black (lacquer)

047902
black

Melissa

Light and airy, with adjustable velcro strap

Oxyfoam

Size range: 36 to 42

Memory foam insole

€39,95

Maximum cushioning
Reduces muscle, foot, knee and back pain
ESD standard ensures the dissipation of
electrostatic charges
Coolmax®
3 sizes in 1: adjustable to every foot
Size range: 36/37/38 and 39/40/41

3 cm

043301
lilac

€9,95
Ref. 1205

043101
white

043201
light blue

043601
light green

043401
fuchsia

This insole fits all shoes with removable
insoles in this catalogue.

oxypas.com
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LIGHTWEIGHT

Move outsole

Move outsole

Olga

Leather upper, can easily be cleaned
with a damp cloth and some soap.

}}

Coolmax®-lining, keeps your feet
cool and draws perspiration away
from the skin.

}}

Removable insole: regulary
renew your insoles (p.24), or use
your own orthopedic insoles.

SLIP
RESISTANT
SRC (SRA+SRB)

REMOVABLE
INSOLE

CLEAN WITH A
DAMP CLOTH

ANTI-STATIC
ESD

leather

3 cm

€49,95

*The model Olga does not have
a removable insole.

021205
light blue

SHOCK
ABSORBING

ULTRALIGHT

Size range: 36 to 42

Adjustable strap

€49,95

3 cm
STANDARD
EN 20347

Trendy clog with a playful touch

Size range: 36 to 42

De Medilogic collection consists of leather
shoes with an ultralight slip resistant
outsole.
}}

Doria

Comfortable leather sandal

021605
light green

021105
white

for

HER

021405
fuchsia

3 cm

021305
lilac

021505
silver

021101
white

021201
light blue

021601
light green

021401
fuchsia

021301
lilac

021501
print

021901
black

010051
black (lacquer)

New
010288
black

Ultralight &
shock absorbing

New

Available from October!

The EVA midsole is ultralight
and flexible, providing excellent
shock absorption. The shoe
weighs about 250 grams.

ULTRALIGHT

Eva

SHOCK
ABSORBING

SLIP
RESISTANT
SRC (SRA+SRB)

Carin

Sporty look, great comfort

Practical design, made to fit every foot

Size range: 36 to 42

Size range: 36 to 42

€54,95

€49,95

Slip resistant SRC
The rubber outsole ensures
maximum grip on both wet and
dry surfaces and is compliant
with the SRC non-slip standard
(SRA+SRB).

Anti-static ESD
ANTI-STATIC
ESD

12

The shoe features an anti-static insert that
facilitates the dissipation of static electricity,
and complies with the anti-static standard
ESD (Electrostatic Discharge).

027805
white/navy

3 cm
Scan me!

027905
black

3 cm

021603
light green

021103
white

021203
light blue

021403
fuchsia

021303
lilac

Move outsole
Lilia

Ballet flats with refined comfort

Size range: 36 to 42

Size range: 36 to 42

€49,95

€49,95

3 cm

027502
print

027102
white

027202
light blue

027302
lilac

027902
black

Nelie

Elegant and casual

027602
light green

3 cm

027402
fuchsia

023201
light blue

023101
white

023601
light green

023301
lilac

023901
black

Ivy

Anais

Flexible finish
in lycra

023401
fuchsia

Sporty look, great comfort

Sandal in stretchable lycra

Size range: 36 to 42

Size range: 36 to 42

€54,95

€49,95

€40,00
PROMO

021302
lilac

3 cm

021102
white

021202
light blue

021602
light green

021402
fuchsia

3 cm

027101
white

010008
black

Specially designed for foot conditions such as hallux valgus (deformity of the big toe),
quintus varus (deformity of the little toe) and “hammer toes“.
The flexible finish in lycra fits around any foot shape, so you can enjoy maximum comfort.
This shoe has adjustable velcro straps at the back and top of the shoe. Interchangeable insole.

027401
fuchsia

027301
lilac

oxypas.com
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LIGHTWEIGHT

Move Up outsole

Move Up outsole

Lucia

Fashionable and cool with adjustable velcro straps

Size range: 36 to 42

Size range: 36 to 42

€49,95

€49,95

The Move Up collection has an ultralight
slip resistant outsole with a heel height
of 4 cm that adds an elegant touch.
}}

Leather upper, can easily be cleaned
with a damp cloth and some soap.

}}

Coolmax®-lining, keeps your feet
cool and draws perspiration away
from the skin.

}}

Removable insole: regulary
renew your insoles (p.24), or use
your own orthopedic insoles.
4 cm

STANDARD
EN 20347

SLIP
RESISTANT
SRC (SRA+SRB)

REMOVABLE
INSOLE

CLEAN WITH A
DAMP CLOTH

037501
print

SHOCK
ABSORBING

ANTI-STATIC
ESD

ULTRALIGHT

leather

heel height 4 cm

037101
white

for

HER

Sandy

Closed shoe with an elegant touch

037201
light blue

037401
fuchsia

037601
light green

4 cm

031204
light blue

031104
white

New

Ultralight &
shock absorbing

037301
lilac

The EVA midsole is ultralight
and flexible, providing excellent
shock absorption. The shoe
weighs about 250 grams.

037901
black

010223
black (lacquer)

010348
black

010350
black (lacquer)

Salma

Oxywatch

Shoe with adjustable velcro straps

€49,95

SHOCK
ABSORBING

SLIP
RESISTANT
SRC (SRA+SRB)

Slip resistant SRC

Anti-static ESD
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The shoe features an anti-static insert that
facilitates the dissipation of static electricity,
and complies with the anti-static standard
ESD (Electrostatic Discharge).

Shockproof watch
This watch in a silicone brooch is water resistant and compliant with
the ROHS standard. An indispensible item to take your patient’s
pulse and to organize your busy day.

€11,95

The rubber outsole ensures
maximum grip on both wet and
dry surfaces and is compliant
with the SRC non-slip standard
(SRA+SRB).

ANTI-STATIC
ESD

031304
lilac

New

Size range: 36 to 42
ULTRALIGHT

031404
fuchsia

031604
light green

4 cm

037102
white

Scan me!

037202
light blue

037602
light green

037402
fuchsia

037302
lilac

037902
black

Ref. 823
white

Ref. 824
light blue

Ref. 825
fuchsia

Ref. 826
lilac

LIGHTWEIGHT

Motion outsole

Motion outsole

Evan

The Motion collection presents
comfortable leather men’s shoes
with an ultralight slip resistant
outsole.
}}

Leather upper, can easily be cleaned
with a damp cloth and some soap.

}}

Coolmax®-lining, keeps your feet
cool and draws perspiration away
from the skin.

}}

Removable insole: regulary
renew your insoles (p.24), or use
your own orthopedic insoles.

STANDARD
EN 20347

REMOVABLE
INSOLE

SLIP
RESISTANT
SRC (SRA+SRB)

CLEAN WITH A
DAMP CLOTH

ANTI-STATIC
ESD

Clog with adjustable strap

Size range: 39 to 46

Size range: 39 to 46

€59,95

€54,95

027104
white/navy

021104
white

SHOCK
ABSORBING

027904
black

for

ULTRALIGHT

leather

HIM
Ultralight &
shock absorbing

ULTRALIGHT

021804
navy

Comfortable loafer

Size range: 39 to 46

€59,95

SHOCK
ABSORBING

Slip resistant SRC
The rubber outsole ensures
maximum grip on both wet and
dry surfaces and is compliant
with the SRC non-slip standard
(SRA+SRB).

The shoe features an anti-static insert that
facilitates the dissipation of static electricity,
and complies with the anti-static standard
ESD (Electrostatic Discharge).

Oxyclip
Pen holder with clip
With this clip, you’ll never lose your pen again. An indispensable
accessory for everyone who works in healthcare! Just clip it on your
breast pocket. It can hold 3 pens of different sizes thanks to the
flexible spring system.

SLIP
RESISTANT
SRC (SRA+SRB)

Anti-static ESD

021904
black

Roy

The EVA midsole is ultralight and
flexible, providing excellent shock
absorption. The shoe weighs
about 250 grams.

ANTI-STATIC
ESD

Remy

Trendy and comfortable

€5,95
Ref. 820
027803
navy

Scan me!

As long as stocks
last!

027103
white

oxypas.com
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SPORT

Oxysport collection

Oxysport

Ela

Sporty and trendy look

for

ELA

HER

JUSTIN

Size range: 36 to 42

€59,95

The models Ela & Justin from the Oxysport collection have a
slip resistant outsole, provided with a shock absorbing
air unit.

MAUD

JAMES

The models Maud & James from the Oxysport collection have
a slip resistant outsole and are provided with an extra wide
fit for additional comfort.
}}

Upper in breathable 3D mesh, for extra flexibility.

}}

The heel and outsole are lined in Coolmax®. This technical
material keeps your feet cool and draws perspiration away from
the skin.

}}

Leather upper, can easily be cleaned with a damp cloth and some
soap.

}}

Coolmax®-lining, keeps your feet cool and draws perspiration
away from the skin.

}}

Soft lining: the front part of the shoe features a soft mousse for
ultimate comfort, even for people with sensitive feet.

}}

Removable insole: regulary renew your insoles, or use your own
orthopedic insoles.

}}

Easy: a convenient closure allows you to quickly and easily put
your shoes on and take them back off.

}}

Removable insole: regulary renew your insole (p.24), ore use your
own orthopedic insoles.

STANDARD
EN 20347

SLIP
RESISTANT
SRC (SRA+SRB)

ANTI-STATIC
ESD

SHOCK
ABSORBING

REMOVABLE
INSOLE

CLEAN WITH A
DAMP CLOTH

057305
lilac

leather

STANDARD
EN 20347

Anti-static ESD
ANTI-STATIC
ESD

The shoe features an anti-static
insert that facilitates the dissipation
of static electricity, and complies
with the anti-static standard ESD
(Electrostatic Discharge).

057205
light blue

057405
fuchsia

SLIP RESISTANT
SRA

SHOCK
ABSORBING

Ultralight & shock absorbing

for

SHOCK
ABSORBING

HIM

Shock absorbing

The EVA midsole is ultralight and
flexible, providing excellent shock
absorption. The shoe weighs about
250 grams.

Sporty and trendy look

ULTRALIGHT

Size range: 39 to 47

Slip resistant SRC
The rubber outsole ensures maximum grip on
both wet and dry surfaces and is compliant with
the SRC non-slip standard (SRA+SRB).

SLIP RESISTANT
SRA

Slip resistant SRA
The rubber outsole
ensures maximum grip on
both wet and dry surfaces
and is compliant with the
SRA non-slip standard.
057806
white/navy

REMOVABLE
INSOLE

The new removable memory foam insoles provide additional
comfort while walking and can be replaced with your own
orthopedic insoles.
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SHOCK
ABSORBING

€64,95

SLIP
RESISTANT
SRC (SRA+SRB)

Memory foam insole

ULTRALIGHT

057705
light grey

Justin

The air unit in the heel
provides an optimal
shock absorption.

REMOVABLE
INSOLE

Scan me!

057706
light grey

EXTRA WIDE

Extra wide
The shoe is wider than the other
models, giving your feet a more
spacious feel. This shoe is also
suitable for people with sensitive
feet.

Oxysport collection
Breathing mesh
BREATHABLE
MESH

Breathing mesh
offers ultimate
climate control.

Maud

Sporty look and ultralight
Size range: 36 to 42
for

HER

€44,95

SUNNY

Sunny

HENNY

HER

The models Sunny & Henny from the Oxysport
collection are leather sportshoes with a slip resistant
outsole.
}}

Sporty look in style

for

Size range: 36 to 42

€39,95

Leather upper, can easily be cleaned with a damp cloth
and some soap.

STANDARD
EN 20347

SLIP RESISTANT
SRA

SHOCK
ABSORBING

CLEAN WITH A
DAMP CLOTH

leather

Slip resistant SRA
SLIP RESISTANT
SRA

057404
fuchsia

057104
white

057704
light grey

057804
navy

The rubber outsole
ensures maximum grip on
both wet and dry surfaces
and is compliant with the
SRA non-slip standard.

057904
black

057201
light blue

057401
fuchsia

057301
lilac

James

Henny

Casual and sporty look
for

for

HIM

Size range: 39 to 47

HIM

€49,95

057701
light grey

Sporty look and fashionable
Size range: 40 to 46

€44,95

Oxysocks

€2,95
The ideal socks for your
Oxypas-shoes: strong,
comfortable and short.
All info on page 24
057803
navy

057703
light grey

057903
black

057102
white/navy

Ref. 1301

057702
light grey

oxypas.com
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CLOGS

Clogs
CHEMICAL & UV

Flexible, ultralight
and comfortable

HER &
HIM

Chemically and
UV sterilisable

STERILISABLE

Machine washable
MACHINEWASHABLE

Clogs

for

The shoes can safely be washed in the washing
machine at the indicated temperature.

Oxyclog

OXYCLOG

The clog that meets all your needs

washable at 90° - autoclavable at 135° - slip resistant SRA

The Oxyclog was specially designed for the operating room.
This model can be sterilized at high temperatures in an
autoclave.
}}

Autoclavable at 135°C

}}

Washable at 90°C

}}

Chemically and UV sterilisable

STANDARD
EN 20347

SLIP RESISTANT
SRA

SHOCK
ABSORBING

ANTI-STATIC
ESD

AUTOCLAVABLE

Size range: 35/36, 37/38, 39/40, 41/42, 43/44, 45/46
colours lilac and fuchsia are only
available up to size 41/42

€35,95
CHEMICAL & UV
STERILISABLE

WASHABLE
90°

Autoclavable
AUTOCLAVEERBAAR

The model Oxyclog can be sterilised in an
autoclave.

Resistant against
high temperatures
The shoe is made of TPE (Thermo Plastic
Elastomer). As a result, the shoe will retain
its flexibility and can be sterilized at high
temperatures without deformation.

Ultralight
ULTRALIGHT

Ultralight and flexible.

Shock absorbing
SHOCK
ABSORBING

THERMOPLASTIC

ELASTOMER

The light materials provide excellent cushioning.

AUTOCLAVABLE

072109
white

072202
light blue

072203
navy

072601
pastel green

072602
electric green

072407
red

072406
fuchsia

072303
lilac

CHEMICAL & UV
STERILISABLE

Water resistant
WATERPROOF

072204
electric blue

All clogs are made out of waterproof materials.

CE standard
STANDARD
EN 20347

CE EN 20347 certified.
High quality materials, free from toxic substances.

Slip resistant
SLIP
RESISTANT

The pattern of the outsole ensures maximum
grip. The slip resistant standard is given for each
product.

Anti-static ESD
ANTI-STATIC
ESD
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The shoe features an anti-static insert that
facilitates the dissipation of static electricity,
and complies with the anti-static standard ESD
(Electrostatic Discharge).

Keep it safe!

ANTI-STATIC
ESD

Anti-static ESD
The shoe features an
anti-static insert that
facilitates the dissipation
of static electricity,
and complies with the
anti-static standard ESD
(Electrostatic Discharge).

SLIP RESISTANT
SRA

Slip resistant SRA
The rubber outsole ensures maximum
grip on both wet and dry surfaces and
is compliant with the SRA non-slip
standard.

Static electricity can be a danger in the operating
room. It can negatively affect sensitive medical
equipment (like heart monitors, respiration
systems, blood pressure monitors and
anaesthetic equipment) and endanger the safety
of patients. For this reason it is of the utmost
importance that medical staff wear shoes in the
OR, that do not create static electricity, but rather
discharge it.

Clogs
Oxyva

Sonic

For an unparalleled comfort

Extremely light hospital clog

washable at 30° - slip resistant SRC

washable at 30° - slip resistant SRC

Size range: 35/36, 37/38, 39/40, 41/42, 43/44, 45/46

ultralight

Size range: 35/36, 37/38, 39/40, 41/42, 43/44, 45/46

colour fuchsia is only available
up to size 41/42

colours lilac and fuchsia are only
limitedly available up to size 43/44

€39,95

€34,95

077606
electric green

077105
white

077211
electric blue

077304
lilac

077903
black

077801
navy

077404
fuchsia

076310
fuchsia

076010
white

076110
electric blue

076410
lilac

076610
black

076510
navy

076210
electric green

Smooth

Closed model with great comfort
washable at 30° - slip resistant SRC
Size range: 36 to 46
colours lilac and fuchsia are only
available up to size 42

€34,95

073401
lilac

Scan me!

073001
white

073101
electric blue

073501
navy

073201
electric
green

073301
fuchsia

073601
black

Tip!
Our clogs are versatile and can be used in many
different areas. Because they are autoclavable,
they are ideal to wear in hospitals and operating
theatres. In addition, they are water and slip
resistant, which makes them perfect for healthcare
professionals to escort patients to the shower room
in all safety. They are also extremely suitable for
the cleaning industry, laundry services, beauty and
wellness centres.
oxypas.com 19

SAFETY

Safety shoes

Safety shoes

Oxysafe

The lightest safety shoe on the market
CE norm EN 20346 - PB SRC ESD

for

OXYSAFE

The Oxysafe is a safety shoe made of EVA
and additionally features a safety toe cap in
composite, which makes this shoe one of the
lightest safety shoes on the market. Safety
Guaranteed!

CHEMICAL & UV
STERILISABLE

Chemically and UV
sterilisable
The shoe is chemically and
UV sterilisable.

The shoe weighs about 280
grams.

Reinforced
safety toe cap

ANTI-STATIC
ESD

SLIP
RESISTANT
SRC (SRA+SRB)

Slip resistant SRC
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088601
black

088001
white

STANDARD
EN 20346

SLIP
RESISTANT
SRC (SRA+SRB)

• Resistance of 100 Joules
• Doesn’t deform
• Washable at 30°

088501
navy

ANTI-STATIC
ESD

SAFETY
TOE CAP

SHOCK
ABSORBING

ULTRALIGHT

MACHINEWASHABLE

CHEMICAL & UV
STERILISABLE

This shoe comes with
a pair of insoles for an
additional comfort

Anti-static ESD

Washable at 30°C

€49,95

Composite
toe cap

Ultralight

The shoe features a
reinforced safety toe cap
made of ultralight
composite and protects
against an impact
of 100 Joules.

WASHABLE
30°

Size range: 35/36, 37/38, 39/40, 41/42, 43/44, 45/46

ULTRALIGHT

SAFETY
TOE CAP

The shoe features an
anti-static insert that
facilitates the dissipation
of static electricity,
and complies with the
anti-static standard ESD
(Electrostatic Discharge).

HER &
HIM

The rubber outsole ensures
maximum grip on both wet and
dry surfaces and is compliant
with the SRC non-slip standard
(SRA+SRB).

Safety shoes
Safety shoe - X0500

for

Safety clog - X0700

for

CE standard EN 20345 - S2 SRC

HER &
HIM

HER &
HIM

Size range: 35 to 47

CE standard EN 20345 - SB SRC
Size range: 36 to 47

€39,95

PERFECT
FOR THE
KITCHEN

KITCHEN

€44,95

As from
size 35!

HYGIENE

085102
white

STANDARD
EN 20345

SLIP
RESISTANT
SRC (SRA+SRB)

ANTI-STATIC

SAFETY
TOE CAP

WATERPROOF

SHOCK
ABSORBING

088900
white

STANDARD
EN 20345

leather

Safety shoe - Eos

for

ANTI-STATIC

SAFETY
TOE CAP

leather

CE standard S3 SRC ESD

HER &
HIM

Size range: 36 to 47

SHOCK
ABSORBING

Safety shoe - Aura

for

CE standard S3 SRC ESD

HER &
HIM

SLIP
RESISTANT
SRC (SRA+SRB)

STOCKROOM

Size range: 36 to 47

€54,95

€49,95

TECHNIC
087901
black

STANDARD
EN 20345

SLIP
RESISTANT
SRC (SRA+SRB)

ANTI-STATIC
ESD

SAFETY
TOE CAP

WATERPROOF

SHOCK
ABSORBING

leather

087902
black

STANDARD
EN 20345

SLIP
RESISTANT
SRC (SRA+SRB)

ANTI-STATIC
ESD

SAFETY
TOE CAP

WATERPROOF

SHOCK
ABSORBING

leather

oxypas.com
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Bio Oxy collection

Bio Oxy collection

Bianca

The Bio Oxy collection has an anatomically
shaped foot bed. The outsole, made of
cork and rubber, has a slip resistant
outsole.
}}

Synthetic leather upper, can easily be
cleaned with a damp cloth and some soap.

}}

Coolmax®-lining, keeps your feet cool and
draws perspiration away from the skin.

STANDARD
EN 20347

SLIP
RESISTANT
SRC (SRA+SRB)

Clogs

Erika

Fashionable and comfortable
for

HER

Size range: 36 to 42

€39,95

For a natural
and timeless comfort

Leather clog

for

HER &
HIM

From
size 35!

Size range: 35 to 46

€34,95

CLEAN WITH A
DAMP CLOTH

115501
silver

Scan me!

115101
white

SLIP
RESISTANT
SRC (SRA+SRB)

STANDARD
EN 20347

115901
black

Jeff

Slip resistant SRC
SLIP
RESISTANT
SRC (SRA+SRB)

002103
white

Fashion Clogs

Casual and comfortable

The rubber outsole ensures
maximum grip on both wet and dry
surfaces and is compliant with the
SRC non-slip standard (SRA+SRB).

for

HIM

Size range: 39 to 46

€44,95

Light EVA clog with heel strap
for

HER &
HIM

Size range: 35/36, 37/38, 39/40, 41/42, 43/44, 45/46

€12,95

Anatomically
shaped foot bed
The toe grip at the front
of the shoe provides
guidance and support.
The anatomically shaped
footbed with pattern
ensures the correct
pressure and provides
extra support when
walking.
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115902
black

115102
white

070100
white

Clogs

Bestlight

Ultralight clog with slip resistant outsole
and CE- standard
Size range: 36 to 46

€24,95

Care centers
and institutes
As a hospital, rest home
house or company, do
you wish to equip your
employees with Oxypas
shoes? That’s possible!

Our services:
071101
white

071901
black

STANDARD
EN 20347

SLIP
RESISTANT
SRC (SRA+SRB)

}}

Easy online ordering

Once you have registered as a company or
healthcare institution, you can order online
and pay by invoice afterwards.
}}

Advising you about your choice

Our customer service is available every
working day to provide more information
about our products and services.

Technical sheets per product and
documentation

}}

Do you need extra documentation like
catalogues, technical product sheets or
certificates? We will send them as soon as
possible.
}}

Attractive volume discounts

Free delivery on orders over 60 EUR
}} over 150 EUR: 5% discount
}} over 450 EUR: 10% discount
}} over 1200 EUR: 15% discount

Contact
Do you need a personalised offer?
Contact us!
Oxypas / Cortina NV
Meersbloem Melden 42
9700 Oudenaarde
Belgium
Tel: +32 55 307 554
E-mail: customerservice@oxypas.com
Web: www.oxypas.com
Opening hours
Monday-Thursday: 9h - 12h30 & 13h - 17h
Friday: 9h - 12h30 & 13h - 15h
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Oxysocks

Oxywatch

Comfortable, plain ankle socks

Shockproof watch

The Oxysock is the best choice to wear in your Oxypas shoes:
durable, comfortable and short. These ankle socks are primarily
made of cotton and can be washed at 40°C. The elastane ensures
a great fit. With logo detail.

This watch in a silicone brooch is water resistant and
compliant with the ROHS standard. An indispensible item to
take your patient’s pulse and to organize your busy day.

€11,95

• 74% cotton, 16% spandex, 10% polyester
• washable at 40°C
• Size range: 35/37 - 38/40 - 41/42

€2,95

Ref. 1301
Ref. 823
white

Oxyfoam

Memory Foam insole
• Maximum cushioning
• Reduces muscle, foot, knee and back pain
• ESD standard ensures the dissipation of electrostatic
charges
• COOLMAX®
• 3 sizes in 1: adjustable to every foot
Size range: 36/37/38 and 39/40/41

€9,95

Ref. 1205

REMOVABLE
INSOLE

Discount starting
from 150 €
not applicable to
promotions

Free
delivery
as from 60€

Fleece

Warm and light
• 100% polyester
• Size range:
34/36 - 38/40 - 42/44
46/48 - 50/52 - 54/56

Ref. 824
light blue

Ref. 825
fuchsia

Ref. 826
lilac

Pen holder
with clip

€5,95
Ref. 820

€19,95
Colours:
Ref. 090101
Ref. 090202
Ref. 090301
Ref. 090200

Satisfied or
money back

Order online at www.oxypas.com

Shoes don’t fit?
Don’t worry!

Exchange for free
into a different size!*

* Only for orders made through our website. All information and conditions for exchange can be found at www.oxypas.com

Published by:
OXYPAS/CORTINA, Meersbloem-Melden 42, BE-9700 Oudenaarde, Belgium

